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Pingel: Ministering to the Abraham Lincolns of the World Today
Which secular leaders have most influenced your worldview?
Describe the Holy Spirit’s influence in your vocation or ministry.
Who are the “Lincolns” you might be influencing? What are the implications for you?

Parris: An Encounter with Derecho
Why is it surprising that CLS could pull together a program and a classrooms after such devastation?
Why is it not surprising that CLS could pull together a program and classrooms after such devastation?
How can you be ready to help schools like CLS when they face disasters?

Hovland: Teaching about Life for Life
How do you already speak to life issues in your classroom?
What are some topics your students have brought up that you should research more thoroughly?
What is one way you can encourage your students to show a compassionate, Gospel-motivated approach to a life issue,
perhaps through a hands-on service project?

AMDnet: The Secret to Winning or The Secret to Contentment?
How do you feel about your level of spiritual leadership for your teams?
What might you say to your team before they go to competition on the floor or field?
Who makes it hardest in the tension between winning and contentment? What can you do about it?

ECEnet: Role Models and Super Heroes: Men in the Early Years
Whom could you encourage to minister in early childhood education?
How do you think you would function in classes enrolled mostly by women?
What discouragement would you anticipate? How would you address it?

EncourAGEnet: Here I Am, Lord – Surprise Me!
How do you hope to serve in your retirement years?
How can you prepare yourself for a mind and heart open to unexpected opportunities to serve?
What obstacles or limitations might limit the range of service that you can provide?

ETnet: Personalized Learning in the Classroom
After reading this, what things about your teaching would you like to change?
Whose help/cooperation/support would you need to make these changes?
How do you think parents would react? Students? School board?

GLEnet: Giving Kids a Hands-On Outreach Experience
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How would you fit this into your curriculum?
Into which content area or areas might you work this?
What extra work would be involved for you?

LDnet: New Challenges and New Routines
How have you accommodated students who have serious difficulties facing changes in their school routine?
Which children especially need your help?
What should you share with the administrator and other teachers?

LEADnet:Managing and Sustaining Growth: A Real Story about COVID-19
How closely do you work with your admissions staff member to create and promote a philosophy that includes retention?
Do you have a dashboard that stores and updates important data to assist you in making informed decisions?
Can you name the ways in which you support your school staff?

MIDnet: Putting Love in Action
What service opportunities present themselves in your community?
Whose help would you need to organize and implement a service event?
What steps would you need to take to become a member of LEA’s Lutheran Junior Honor Association?

PEN: Am I a Pastor or a Principal?
With the list of roles for pastors and teachers, what additional education is essential for the pastor serving also as principal?
The list of skills and responsibilities of each role are nearly identical. Can you identify minute differences?
Could a principal or DCE fulfill some traditionally pastoral roles? What limitations would apply?

SECnet: The Joy of Ownership
How would you describe your comfort level with using a platform like the one described in the article?
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What steps would you need to take to introduce and implement the kind of change described here?
Why would you not consider this design for your program?
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